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IntroductionIntroduction
Background – economics perspective
No choice but to do the best job we can 
measuring the land use and GHG emissions 
changes due to biofuels
Issues
◦ Conceptual modeling issues:  GE, PE, other
◦ Baseline
◦ Technical change
◦ Data
Must deal directly with uncertainty



Conceptual Modeling IssuesConceptual Modeling Issues

Boundaries
Handling of linkages among sectors and 
regions
Making sure we are comparing marginal with 
marginal
Coming up with good ways to decide what 
is important to include and what we can 
safely ignore at least for now – a good way 
to screen
Capturing the uncertainty in our analysis



More Conceptual IssuesMore Conceptual Issues

How to introduce cellulosic biofuels so 
that we accurately capture interactions 
with other markets
Getting the intensive and extensive 
margins correct in our models
◦ Intensive margin – price induced yield 

increases
◦ Extensive margin – bringing in the right land 

at the correct (lower) yield
◦ Handling investments in land conversion



BaselineBaseline
So many of the effects are linked.  What do 
we need to consider to be able to isolate 
the effects of biofuels?
◦ Energy prices – major biofuels driver
◦ Demand – population, incomes, etc.
◦ Supply – yield increases, policy on idled land, 

water supply issues,  environmental issues
◦ Exchange rates
◦ Policies in the rest of the world

Can we isolate biofuels impacts and hold 
the rest constant?



Technical changeTechnical change

How should we handle technical change?
◦ Future improvements in conversion 

technologies
◦ Future improvements in yields
◦ Future changes in other energy technologies

Does the decision on any of these issues 
affect in an important sense the impact of a 
biofuels program?
May be best handled on a scenario basis



DataData

Current land use and land cover.
What are the most important global areas 
to make sure we have right?
Land productivity by land type.
Yield increases induced by higher prices.
For cellulose, we will need to find clever 
ways to introduce the crops and residues 
in a way that lets the cellulose demand for 
land compete for land with other land uses.



SummarySummary
We have important issues in all these areas
We have made impressive advances on 
many of the major conceptual issues with 
some thorny issues remaining
Baseline and technical change may not be 
as important as they might seem and might 
be dealt with on scenario basis
The biggest problem from my perspective 
is getting the data right.  This includes 
both land cover and use and model 
parameters.
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